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Effects of Occupation Numbers on Charge Density
Distributions, Elastic Form Factors, and Root-Mean
Square Radii for Some Nuclei in 1s-1p Shell
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Abstract— The effects of occupation numbers on the
ground state charge density distributions, elastic form
factors and root mean square (RMS) radii are investigated
for 4He, 12C, and 16O nuclei in 1s-1p shell using
single-particle
radial
wave
functions
of
harmonic-oscillators (HO) potential. For such potential,
two HO size parameters are used one for neutron ( ) and the
other for proton ( ). For the calculated charge density
distributions, the results showed good agreement with
experimental data except the fail to produce the hump in
the central region for 12C and 16O nuclei. For elastic
charge form factors the results in general, showed excellent
agreement to predict the positions of diffraction minima.
The match of calculated charge form factor for 12C with
experimental data was excellent at all q range, but for 4He
and 16O it was obtained an underestimation at high q
values. Finally, the calculated RMS charge radii in
general, showed an overestimation comparing with those of
experimental data, while those of matter showed excellent
agreement with experiment.

Various theoretical methods are used for calculations of
charge density distribution, among them the Hartree- Fock
(HF) method with Skyrme effective interaction [9], the
theory of finite Fermi system (TFTS) [10,11], the single
particle potential method [12], phase- shift analysis method
and the eikonal approximation [13]. The aim of the present
work is to study the ground state charge density, RMS radii
and elastic electron scattering form factors of 4He, 12C and
16
O nuclei. The charge density distribution of these nuclei is
calculated by means of the harmonic-oscillator wave
functions on the assumption that occupation numbers of the
states in a real nucleus differ from the predications of the
simple shell model.
II. THEORETICAL FORMULATIONS
The transition charge density one-body operator of
rank J for point nucleons (with isospin t z  1 / 2 ) or
neutrons ( t z  1 / 2 ) can be written as [14]:

Index Terms— Stable Nuclei, Shell Model, Charge Density
Distribution, Elastic Charge Form Factor, RMS Charge,
Neutron, And Matter Radii.
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where

I. INTRODUCTION
Nuclear size and density distribution are the basic
quantities to describe the nuclear properties [1-3]. The
charge densities can give us much detailed information on
the internal structure of nuclei since they are directly
related to the wave functions of protons, which are
important keys for many calculations in nuclear physics.
Electron–nucleus scattering is known to be one of the
powerful tools for investigating nuclear charge density
distributions.
Charge density distributions for stable nuclei have been
well studied with this method [4-6].
The comparison between calculated and measured electron
scattering form factors has long been used as a successful
test of nuclear models which have been adopted through the
last fifty years. One of these models is the shell model [7]
which is the most modern microscopic nuclear structure
calculations for finite nuclei and has been very successful in
describing the nuclear structure [8].

e(t z ) 

1  2t z ( k )
.
2

In the above Eq. (1), YJ ,M J ( rk ) and

 
 (r  rk ) are

spherical harmonic and Dirac delta functions, respectively.
The multipolarity J of the transition is restricted by the
following angular momentum and parity selection rules:

Ji _ J f  J  Ji  J f
and

 i f  (1) J

(for Coulomb transitions).

The reduced matrix element of the transition charge
density operator of Eq. (1), can be written as [14]:


J f ˆ J ( r ) J i 
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Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (2), one finds that:
2
1
 t z (r ) 
2 j a  1 X aJ,ia, J,tiz,0 Rna la (r , bt Z ) (7)

4 (2 J i  1) 
where

where a and b stand for the single-particle states and are
specified by:

p  n p l p j p m p , (the state p represents either
a or b)
and J f

The states J i


 t z (r )  J i ˆ J (r ) J i .

are initial and final spin of the

In Eq. (7), bt Z are the HO size parameters of protons

nuclei under study. In Eq. (2), Rn p l p (r ) is the radial part of

( t z  1 / 2) ) and neutrons ( t z  1 / 2) ).
It is worth mentioning that the final formula in Eq. (7) is
normalized to the atomic number (Z) (point proton density)
and neutron number (N) (point neutron density) as follows:

j a YJ j b is the reduced matrix

the HO wave function,

J ,J , J

X a ,bf ,t zi

element of the spherical harmonic and

is the



proton ( t z  1 / 2) or neutron ( t z  1 / 2) one body
density matrix element given by the second quantization as
[14]:

4   p or n ( r ) r 2 dr  Z or N .
0
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The relation between these triply reduced
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the proton or neutron X a ,bf ,t zi
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and

Here, Greek symbols are utilized to indicate quantum
numbers in coordinate space and isospace (i.e., i  J i Ti

pr
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(9)
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 ch (r ) is obtained by

into the distribution of the

(10)

takes the Gaussian form as [17]:
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Such value of a pr produces the

experimental charge RMS radius of proton,

r

 , , J

1
2
pr

 3
 
 2

1/ 2

a pr  0.8 fm .

The charge RMS radii of can be directly deduced from
their density distributions as follows [17]:

The X  ,f ,i T elements contain all of the information about
transitions of given multipolarities which are embedded in
the model wave functions.
For the ground state density distribution, one has
J i  J f , J  0 and a  b (i.e., n a  nb , l a  lb

r

1
2
ch



4
Z





ch

( r ) r 2 dr

(12)

0

In plane wave Born approximation (PWBA) the elastic
charge form factors are Fourier transform to their
corresponding ground charge density distribution [17]:


4 
Fch ( q ) 
   p ( r ) sin( qr ) rdr  f fc ( q ) f cm ( q ) (13)
qZ  0


and j a  jb ). Therefore, the reduced matrix element of the
spherical harmonic presented in Eq. (2) will give the
following result [16]:

2 ja  1

4

2
a ,t Z

a pr  0.65 fm .

and  f  J f T f ).

j a Y0 j a  (1) 2 j a 1

(8)

point protons of Eq. (9) as follows [17]:





 ch ( r )    p ( r )  pr ( r  r  ) d r 

elements are given in the

J , T

n

folding the proton density

where



1
4

The charge density distribution

J ,J ,J

second quantization as:

f

na ,tZ ,

or protons ( t z  1 / 2 ) in the subshells.
Finally, Eq. (7) can be simplified with the aid of result in
Eq. 8 to the form:

1 Ti  X a ,fb,t zi,T 1

(4)
0 Tz 
2

J f ,Ji ,J
a , b ,t z , T

2 ja  1

where n a ,t Z , represents the number of neutrons ( t z  1 / 2 )

X a,fb,t zi ,T and

of Eq. (2) is given by [15]:

 Tf
2 
  Tz

T f Tz

2J i  1

X aJ,ia, J,tiz,0 

(3)

can be written as [ ]:

2 ja  1
(6)
4

where f fc (q ) and f cm (q ) are free nucleon form factor
and center of mass correction, respectively, given by [4]:
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For 12C nucleus, the values of the HO size parameters for
protons and neutrons are taken to be bn  1.5695 fm and

(14)

and

f

cm

( q ) 

e

b p  1.5846 fm , respectively. The occupation numbers in






SSM and MSM are tabulated in Tables [4] and [5],
respectively. In Figure 3, the calculated charge density
distributions in SSM and MSM are displayed by dashed and
solid curves, respectively. The result of the solid curve has a
good agreement with experimental data, but there is a fail to
generate the hump in the central region. This necessitates
the importance of the existence of strong mixing
configuration between 1s and 1d shells according to

(15)

where A in Eq. (15) represents the mass number of the
nucleus under study.
It is worth mentioning that Fch (q ) in Eq. (13) is
normalized to unity in the limit q  0 .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

X aJ,ia, J,tiz,0 suggested in Table [5]. In figure 4, the results of the

In this work, the charge density distribution, RMS charge
radii and elastic charge form factors are calculated in shell
model using single-particle radial wave functions of
harmonic-oscillators (HO) potential with two HO size
parameters one for neutron ( bn ) to reproduce the RMS

calculated elastic charge form factors are displayed by dashed
and solid curves calculated in SSM and MSM, respectively.
The result of solid curve has an excellent agreement with
experimental data for all q values where the position of first
diffraction minimum is also well-generated than the result of
SSM which overestimates such position.
The calculated RMS charge, neutron, and matter radii are
tabulated in Table [6]. The results of the calculated RMS
charge and matter radii in SSM are again in excellent
agreement with experimental data on contrary to the results
of the MSM which overestimate the result comparing with
experimental data.
For 16 O nucleus, the HO size parameters for protons and
neutrons are taken to be bn  1.466 fm and

matter radius and the second for proton ( b p ) to reproduce
RMS charge radius. The present calculations take two
methods: the first uses the occupation numbers as predicted
by simple shell model such calculations are denoted by SSM,
the second method uses occupation numbers different from
those predicted by SSM and controlled to reproduce the
calculated charge density distribution, RMS charge radii and
elastic charge form factors with experimental data, such
method is denoted by MSM (modified shell model).
For 4He nucleus, the HO size parameters for protons and
neutrons are taken to be bn  1.076 fm and

b p  1.70 fm , respectively. The occupation numbers are
calculated in SSM and MSM and tabulated in Tables [7] and
[8], respectively. The calculated charge density distributions
in SSM and MSM are displayed in Figure 5 also by dashed
and solid curves, respectively. It’s obvious from such figure,
that the result of solid curve is in fair agreement with
experimental data. Suggesting the importance of being a
strong mixing configuration between 1p and 1d shells

b p  1.199 fm , respectively. The occupation numbers in
SSM and MSM are tabulated in Tables [1] and [2],
respectively. The calculated charge density distributions in
SSM and MSM are displayed in Figure 1 by dashed and solid
curves, respectively. It’s clear from figure 1, that the result of
the solid curve (MSM) is better than the calculation of dashed
curve (SSM). This support the idea of the existence of strong
mixing configuration between 1s and 1p shells according to

X

J i , J i ,0
a , a ,t z

J , J ,0

according to X a ,ia ,tiz

presented in Table [8]. In figure 6, the

calculated elastic charge form factors are displayed by dashed
and solid curves calculated in SSM and MSM, respectively.
The result of solid curve is more improved than the result
SSM and the position of first diffraction minimum is
well-predicted than the result of SSM which completely fail
to generate such position. Although the match with
experimental data at high q values is bad, the result in
general has good agreement with experiment. The results of
the calculated RMS charge, neutron, and matter radii are
tabulated in Table [9]. The results of the calculated RMS
charge and matter radii in MSM are also overestimated
comparing with experiment, on contrary to the results of the
SSM which slightly underestimate the result comparing with
experimental data.

suggested in Table [2]. The mixing coming from

higher subshells leads to bad results comparing with
J , J ,0

experiment, therefore, the values of X a ,ia ,tiz are restricted to
these two suggested shells.
In figure 2, the calculated elastic charge form factors are
displayed by dashed and solid curves calculated in SSM and
MSM, respectively. The result of solid is better than the
result of SSM in aspect of the position of first diffraction
minimum which is well-predicted. The result of SSM
completely fails to generate such position. Although the
match with experimental data at high q values is bad, the
result in general has good agreement with experiment.
In Table [3], the results of the calculated RMS charge,
neutron, and matter radii are tabulated. The results of the
calculated RMS charge and matter radii in SSM are in
excellent agreement with experimental data on contrary to
the results of the MSM which overestimate the result
comparing with experimental data.
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Fig.1. The calculated charge density distribution of 4He
nucleus. The dotted curve represents experimental data [18].
The dashed and solid curves are the calculated charge density
using SSM and MSM, respectively.

Fig.4. The elastic charge form factor of 12C nucleus. The
dotted curve represents experimental data [22]. The dashed
and solid curves are the calculated charge form factors
calculated using SSM and MSM, respectively.

Fig.5. The calculated charge density distribution of 16O
nucleus. The dotted curve represents experimental data [18].
The dashed and solid curves are the calculated charge density
using SSM and MSM, respectively.

Fig.2. The elastic charge form factor of 4 He nucleus. The
dotted curve represents experimental data [20, 21]. The
dashed and solid curves are the calculated charge form
factors calculated using SSM and MSM, respectively.

Fig.3. The calculated charge density distribution of 12C
nucleus. The dotted curve represents experimental data [18].
The dashed and solid curves are the calculated charge density
using SSM and MSM, respectively.

Fig.6. The elastic charge form factor of 16O nucleus. The
dotted curve represents experimental data [22]. The dashed
and solid curves are the calculated charge form factors
calculated using SSM and MSM, respectively.
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IV. CONCLUSION
The ground state charge density distributions, elastic form
factors and root- mean square (RMS) radii are studied for
4
He, 12C, and 16O nuclei in 1s-1p shell using shell occupation
numbers different from those predicted by simple shell
model. It was concluded that the mixing configuration
between nuclear shells is important and needed to make the
result in agreement with experimental data. The
single-particle radial wave functions of harmonic-oscillators
(HO) potential are used. Two HO size parameters are used
one for neutron ( bn ) and the other for proton ( b p ) to
reproduce the corresponding experimental data. The results
of the calculated charge density distributions demonstrated
good agreement with experimental data with the fail to
reproduce the hump in the central region for 12C and 16O
nuclei. In general, the calculations for elastic charge form
factors showed excellent agreement to predict the positions of
diffraction minima. An excellent match with experimental
data for 12C is obtained for the calculated charge form factor
at all q range, but for 4He and 16O it was obtained an
underestimation at high q values. Finally, the calculated
RMS charge radii in general, showed an overestimation
comparing with those of experimental data, while those of
matter showed excellent agreement with experiment.
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J , J ,0

Table.1. The calculated X a ,ia ,tiz

for 4He for neutrons and protons calculated in SSM

State 1

State 2

Number of
protons
( na , p )

Number of
neutrons
( n a,n )

X aJ,ia, J, pi ,0

X aJ,ia, J,ni ,0

1s1/2

1s1/2

2.0

2.0

1.414214

2.000000

J , J ,0

for 4He for neutrons and protons calculated in MSM

Table.2. The calculated X a ,ia ,tiz
State 1

State 2

Number of protons
( na, p )

Number of neutrons
( n a,n )

X aJ,ia, J, pi ,0

X aJ,ia, J,ni ,0

1s1/2

1s1/2

1.2

1.2

0.848528

0.848528

1p3/2

1p3/2

0.8

0.8

0.400000

0.400000

Technique

Table.3. The calculated RMS charge, neutron, and matter radii of 4He
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
Exp.
r ch
Exp. r ch
r n fm
r m fm
1/ 2

r

fm [18]

fm

n

Exp.

r

1/ 2
m

fm

[19]
SSM

1.670

MSM

1.834

1.671(14)

J , J ,0

1.318

1.395

1.483

1.570

1.57 (4)

for 12C for neutrons and protons calculated in SSM

Table.4. The calculated X a ,ia ,tiz
State 1

State 2

Number of protons
( na , p )

Number of neutrons
( n a,n )

X aJ,ia, J, pi ,0

X aJ,ia, J,ni ,0

1s1/2

1s1/2

2.0

2.0

1.414214

1.414214

1p3/2

1p3/2

4.0

4.0

2.000000

2.000000

J , J ,0

Table.5. The calculated X a ,ia ,tiz

for 12C for neutrons and protons calculated in MSM

State 1

State 2

Number of
protons ( n a , p )

Number of neutrons
( n a,n )

X aJ,ia, J, pi ,0

X aJ,ia, J,ni ,0

1s1/2
1p3/2
1d5/2

1s1/2
1p3/2
1d5/2

1.7
4.0
0.3

1.7
4.0
0.3

1.202082
2.000000
0.122474

1.202082
2.000000
0.122474

Table.6. The calculated RMS charge, neutron, and matter radii of 12C
Technique

r

1/ 2
ch

Exp.

r

1/ 2
ch

r

1/ 2
n

Exp.

fm

fm [18]

r

1/ 2
n

r
fm

1/ 2
m

Exp.

fm

r

1/ 2
m

fm

[19]
SSM

2.464

MSM

2.514

2.464 (12)

2.310

2.321

2.363

2.374

29

2.35 (2)
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J , J ,0

Table.7. The calculated X a ,ia ,tiz

for 16O for neutrons and protons calculated in SSM

State 1

State 2

Number of
protons ( n a , p )

Number of
neutrons ( n a ,n )

X aJ,ia, J, pi ,0

X aJ,ia, J,ni ,0

1s1/2
1p3/2
1p1/2

1s1/2
1p3/2
1p1/2

2.0
4.0
2.0

2.0
4.0
2.0

1.414214
2.000000
1.414214

1.414214
2.000000
1.414214

J , J ,0

Table.8. The calculated X a ,ia ,tiz

for 16O for neutrons and protons calculated in MSM

State 1

State 2

Number of
protons ( n a , p )

Number of
neutrons ( n a , n )

X aJ,ia, J, pi ,0

X aJ,ia, J,ni ,0

1s1/2

1s1/2

2.0

2.0

1.414214

1.414214

1p3/2

1p3/2

1.5

1.5

0.750000

0.750000

1p1/2

1p1/2

2.0

2.0

1.414214

1.414214

1d5/2

1d5/2

2.5

2.5

1.020621

1.020621

Table.9. The calculated RMS charge, neutron, and matter radii of 16O
1/ 2
1/ 2
1/ 2
Exp.
Exp. r ch
r ch
r n fm
1/ 2
Technique
r n fm
fm [18]

r

1/ 2
m

Exp.

fm

r

1/ 2
m

fm

[19]
SSM

2.671

MSM

2.835

2.737 (8)

2.199

2.381

2.347

2.541

30

2.54 (2)
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